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RealTimeRental and Perfect Places Partner on Vacation Rental Property Distribution

RealTimeRental has launched a partnership with Perfect Places to enable vacation rental managers using
RealTimeRental's system to automatically distribute their property inventory to Perfect Places’ portfolio of
leading vacation rentals websites.

Oct. 21, 2011 - PRLog -- RealTimeRental has launched a partnership with Perfect Places, Inc. which
creates a direct connection between the companies systems. Vacation rental managers using
RealTimeRental's vacation rental software can now automatically distribute their property inventory to
Perfect Places portfolio of leading vacation rental websites. Perfect Places lists over 60,000 vacation rental
properties in 80 countries. RealTimeRental’s property management system serves more than 100,000
vacation rental homes and properties in North America and the Carribbean. 

"Perfect Places has a proven track record of delivering vacation rental leads and bookings and we are
excited to add them as a distribution partner directly connected with RealTimeRental's software. We are
always looking for ways to generate additional bookings for our customers and the partnership with Perfect
Places will drive more bookings," said Sherry Tomasso, Co-Founder of RealTimeRental. 

"We are excited to provide vacation rental managers the ability to list properties on Perfect Places websites
from within their RealTimeRental system," said Rick Haggart, Founder and President of Perfect Places.
"The integration creates rich detailed property listings including pictures, pricing and availability and all
information is updated automatically. Travelers viewing the properties on Perfect Places websites see
complete and up-to-date information and can make a fully-informed decision without requiring
back-and-forth emails or phone calls confirming availability, pricing and features," noted Haggart. 

The Perfect Places Vacation Rental Network portfolio includes PerfectPlaces.com, forGetaway.com,
LakeRentals.com, CoastRentals.com and MountainSkiRentals.com.

About RealTimeRental 
RealTimeRental (RTR) is the leading, privately held, web-based Vacation Rental Property Management
System, designed for the professional manager, serving more than 100,000 vacation rental homes and
properties in North America. RTR’s property management software is installed by more than 200 property
management companies. For more information please visit www.RealTimeRental.com.

About Perfect Places, Inc. 
Perfect Places operate a portfolio of leading vacation rental websites offering over 60,000 properties
worldwide and receiving millions of annual visitors. Launched in 1996, Perfect Places is at the forefront of
offering online booking for vacation rentals. PerfectPlaces.com is owned by Perfect Places, Inc., a
Mountain View, California-based, privately held company.

# # #

RealTimeRental® provides vacation rental management companies with the tools and resources necessary
to manage all aspects of their vacation rental properties. As the most in-depth and easy-to-use software on
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the market, we offer customizable solutions.

--- End ---
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